The Next Phase of the OTT Market: How Service
Providers Can Play a Bigger Role

Talking with Cheng Wu, Co-Founder and Chairman of Azuki Systems
The popularity of over-the-top (OTT) video providers such as Netflix and
Hulu and the ability to view video on multiple devices such as the iPad,
connected TVs and smartphones (also called TV everywhere or TVE) have
dramatically changed the video market in the last two years.
Viewers now have tremendous choice in how, when and where they
consume their video, but this trend is creating massive headaches for pay TV
service providers (SPs): 1) It overloads the network with traffic it cannot
monetize (Netflix has more than 50% of the prime time traffic in North
America); and 2) OTT service is sufficient for some customers and as a result,
they are “cord cutting” or “cord shaving,” which is creating the potential for
subscriber loss and reduction in average revenue per user (ARPU). At the
same time, OTT/TVE is presenting some significant opportunities for SPs to
add services and differentiate their offering.
ACG discussed the challenges of the OTT market for SPs with Cheng Wu, cofounder and chairman at Azuki Systems. Our conversation included a look at
a range of technical issues regarding security/rights management, quality of
experience (QoE), and revenue generation/enhancement using consumerowned devices over unmanaged networks.
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Key Takeaways
 OTT/TVE is creating significant challenges
and opportunities for pay TV SPs.
 SPs want the ability to provide OTT/TVE
services but need the ability to deliver high
QoE with minimal change to the network
and back office systems. They also want
multiple monetization options (subscription,
pay per view or ad supported).
 Azuki has developed a framework that
enables SPS to deliver OTT/TVE with the
security and QoE of a managed service.
 Attributes of Azuki’s approach:
 Normalizes device functionality, which
enables consistent “studio-approved”
level of security, user interface and QoE
across all devices.
 Integrates with existing backend systems
(ingest, encoding, DRM, billing and
advertising), allowing for investment
protection and rapid deployment.
 Dynamically manages multiple CDNs to
deliver high availability and scalability.

ACG: MSOs, for the most part, are still figuring out their OTT/TVE initiatives. What types of responses
are you seeing?
Cheng Wu: The SPs initial responses to OTT and TVE were either dismissive or defensive. Currently, they
are worrying about the cost side of the equation and how to deal with the major influx of traffic, but
they would like to find a way to turn OTT and TVE into a revenue generating business. However, they
don’t have the tools or business models yet and are looking for someone to show them how to acquire
those tools. Working on solving these issues for SPs is what drives us at Azuki.
ACG: It sounds like you have put a lot of thought into OTT from service providers’ perspective. Tell me
about your thought process.
Cheng Wu: When you look at OTT/TVE from the SPs’ point of view you see some interesting dynamics.
SPs want the ability of providing OTT services/content to any screen, and they also want to have
multiple monetization options (subscription, pay per view or ad supported). At the same time, they have
multiple constraints. One key constraint is the content owners. The content owners want to be sure that
the content is adequately secured before they will grant the rights to the SPs for delivering content over
an unmanaged network. Another constraint is the significant investments in their network and backoffice systems. SPs would like to be able to offer OTT without having to make huge investments in the
network infrastructure or have to swap customer premises equipment (CPE). Ideally, they would also
like to be able to leverage their existing investment in content management systems (CMS), DRM and
billing and apply it to the OTT service. A third constraint is their brand. They want to provide the same
high quality of experience (QoE) and consistent interface as they currently deliver to their customers. As
a result, SPs want a system they can manage the delivery and quality.
ACG: I agree with your assessment of the SPs’ need for quality, security and investment protection.
How would you approach this situation and give SPs the ability to provide OTT within these
constraints?
Cheng Wu: We have developed a new concept that allows service providers to manage and optimize
OTT. It is all about combining the power of OTT video (with its tremendous reach, scale, and anytime,
anywhere viewing), with the benefits of a managed-set-top-box (STB) service (with its content
protection, multiroom DVR and quality experience). The idea is to enable SPs to deliver a consistent,
managed and optimized video experience on any consumer-owned device and over any network. The
new managed OTT optimized framework takes advantage of all of the existing network infrastructure
and back-office equipment and processes.
ACG: That is a pretty audacious goal. How do you approach it?
Cheng Wu: We like to tackle big problems! Let’s talk about our approach by looking at three basic areas.
We have the problem of managing, securing, gathering statistics from a wide variety of unmanaged
consumer devices. There is the issue of getting an unmanaged network to behave more like a managed
network with guaranteed speeds, and there is the issue of how to implement OTT and reuse as much of
the existing backend infrastructure with minimal disruption to the existing network.
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ACG: Let’s take them one at a time. Handling all of the devices will get very complex very quickly.
When we multiply the number of devices by resolution, by encoding types and network speed, we get
pretty large number of permutations.
Cheng Wu: Then there are issues like consistent interface, management and metrics. To handle this
complexity, we took an architectural approach to handle all of the new consumer-owned devices. We
set out to normalize all of the devices and to give them common/consistent functionality in regards to
digital rights/security, user interface, adaptive bit rate (ABR) client, video controls, network
management and data collection. We decided to use the STB model as the basic unit of functionality and
essentially make all client devices look like STBs to the DRM system, which is a key part of being able to
reuse the backend systems. To do this we load client software on each supported device, which
simplifies things tremendously while affording great power and flexibility. We made sure to put in the
latest in advanced security features to meet the stringent standards of the content owners.
ACG: I like the concept of normalizing all the consumer devices. It is an elegant way to handle the
proliferation of devices and give them consistent capabilities and security. How do you tackle the next
issue of getting the Internet to behave like a managed network?
Cheng Wu: Having the client software also helps solve this problem. Our servers and clients constantly
communicate with each other to monitor the performance of the network and actual video quality.
Some of this activity is baked into ABR, but we go further. We designed the system to use multiple
content delivery networks (CDNs) and monitor the performance of each stream, including the
functioning of the CDN. If we find a CDN is congested and has lower bandwidth or higher latency than
we want, we can switch between CDNs in real time. We do not want to have a single point of failure or
congestion. Even though CDNs are built with redundancy with local caches to increase their reliability
they can get overloaded or experience outages. So we perform real-time load balancing of CDNs,
automatically switch CDNs in midstream and have it be transparent to the end user. But to make this
really attractive to SPs, we have to make it easy, cost effective to deploy and leverage their existing
networks and backend systems.
ACG: Good point, most SPs are not willing or able to do a major overhaul or upgrade of their
infrastructure given the economic conditions and a yet to be proven business model for OTT. How do
you propose to accomplish this?
Cheng Wu: There are multiple layers to the solution. As I mentioned, we normalize the devices to look
and act like STBs, so the backend CMS, DRM and billing systems can be used to control them. The only
action required for the SP is to update the database. Technically, we put an OTT proxy server between
the CMS and the CDN. We have already done the work of preintegrating with the major CMSs and DRM
systems. Delivery of the OTT content to the end user is done via the existing data network, so there is no
need to add or change equipment at the headend. All the processing and intelligence is built into the
client software and server system, so new CPE is needed. Contrast this to other approaches that require
changes at the headend or that place processor-intensive functions in the CPE, thus requiring an STB
swap, and the cost savings is considerable.
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ACG: What if the service becomes wildly popular? The MSO will have to upgrade its CMTS to handle
the extra data load. Right now, video streaming accounts for 54% of the primetime data traffic in
North America by only about 5% of the users. If streaming use goes up 2%, then traffic increases
almost 50%.
Cheng Wu: True. MSOs have to make a choice whether they are going to try to win these customers and
gain the revenue, but if they used our managed and optimized OTT approach, they have much greater
control over the impact on the network and can build in cost-effective strategies to deal with it. Also,
they only need to concentrate on expanding data network capacity, which they are already doing
because of competition and overall demand for greater bandwidth. Remember, MSOs have a long-term
vision of moving to an all IP network and getting rid of QAM based for video. Our approach not only fits
nicely into their long-term plans but also provides a great platform for migration.
ACG: We are mostly talking about the benefits to MSOs, what about mobile network operators
(MNOs) and Telco IPTV operators?
Cheng Wu: Absolutely, Telcos have nearly identical issues with last mile delivery, except the
predominant technology is DSL, which typically has lower bandwidth than cable and needs the
bandwidth management features more than the MSOs. If a telco has fiber to the home (FTTH), it has
sufficient bandwidth to accommodate OTT but will want to have the simplified deployment and
management that we built into our product.
The MNOs have different constraints because bandwidth in the radio access network (RAN) is typically
very constrained and at a premium. Since we provide tremendous amount of control over the streams
the operator can use policy to adjust the bit rates to accommodate RAN congestion.
ACG: How does this approach scale, especially given your statement that MSOs do not have to
upgrade their networks to implement the new concept for managed OTT optimized delivery?
Cheng Wu: This is the other benefit of using CDNs. We set up the system to work with multiple CDNs
and scaling can be as easy as signing up with an additional CDN provider. While an SP can certainly
contract with just one Tier 1 CDN and not worry too much about scaling, we do not recommend it
because with diversity you get higher reliability. From our system’s point of view a network is a network.
ACG: Let’s talk more about the CDN issue. CDNs are big piece of the solution for providing managed
and optimized OTT. SPs have a choice of contracting with a CDN provider such as Akamai or Limelight
and paying for the service. Alternatively, they can build their own CDN and use federation to extend
the reach or put in their own caching servers/transparent caching solution such as PeerApp’s. You
seem to be a proponent for SP CDNs with CDN federation. I am not so optimistic that the standards,
business agreements on revenue sharing, responsibility, monitoring and customer contact will be
finalized as quickly as most people hope. Will your approach work without federations?
Cheng Wu: Absolutely, our system is CDN agnostic and will work with any CDN, public, private or other.
As a matter of fact, our entire system is designed to be agnostic to networks, devices, and backend
systems such as CMS, DRM. We mention CDN federation because we believe that SPs want to deploy
their own CDNs quickly and see federation as a way to extend the reach. If the SPs want to build their
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own purpose-built caching system, that would work as well. We would recommend having a backup
system regardless.
ACG: Let’s shift to the revenue side of the business model. There are really three ways to improve
revenues: add new customers, get additional revenue from existing customers with new services or
reduce churn. How does the managed OTT optimized delivery approach help SPs in these areas?
Cheng Wu: I am glad you mentioned the three areas, because all are important, and we can help in each
one. In our mind it is quite simple: more channels times more screens equal more revenue
opportunities. These revenue opportunities are winning new customers and increasing the likelihood
that customers will stay with the incumbent provider.
ACG: To make it more concrete, let’s use some real world examples.
Cheng Wu: Service providers are naturally hesitant to talk about how they are charging their subscribers
more so we can’t go into specifics, but I can provide some rough guidance. By way of example, we
recently completed a business case for an SP with 250,000 subscribers that factored in low, single-digit
“take rate” for package upgrades from standard to premium with 2 to 3 pay-per-view movies per
month. We used conservative estimates for incremental ad revenue and assumed low, single-digit
customer retention improvements.
This business case, which we developed in conjunction with the SP, yields positive return on investment
(ROI) north of $1 million in the first year (post go-live) with breakeven or payback time in less than a
year. It also included year-over-year likely growth with very little additional internal investment planned.
In other words, the ROI components include increased ARPU, increased ad revenue, “saved customers,”
bundle upgrades and more VOD eyeballs.
As you can see, Azuki is helping SPs to play both defensive and offensive strategies to not only protect
their territory and premium customers, but also grow their market leadership.
ACG: Sounds like a pretty compelling business case. The other challenge the SPs face is how to go to
market and build solid marketing plans, messaging and targeting.
Cheng Wu: (Laughs) Now, you are talking about your area of expertise, so they should contact you for
help in this area!
ACG: Thanks for the plug! To summarize, you are saying that the managed OTT optimized delivery
framework can actually make unmanaged networks behave and perform like managed networks
under any network conditions across multi-screens.
Cheng Wu: Yes, that’s the idea. We believe that this approach is exactly what the SPs need to deal with
OTT and TVE. It gives them an opportunity to offer differentiated OTT services. As far as we know, no
other approach gives SPs the benefits of OTT/TVE anytime, on any device and any place capability with
QoE that rivals a dedicated network. Furthermore, we leverage existing content libraries and investment
in backend systems and do not require huge capital expenditures to make it happen.
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ACG: Sounds too good to be true. What is holding back your prospects from going to full
deployments?
Cheng Wu: We have worked with SPs so we know the culture. They are very cautious when it comes to
new services and changes to their networks, and it can take 18 months or longer to move something out
of a trial phase. The good news with our approach is that we do not touch the headend or CPE, so we
can do proof of concept in two days and go to market in 90 days. Even with this high-speed and lowimpact approach, the decision needs to take into account the business potential, technical fit, futureproof and cost-savings analysis.
ACG: I agree with you on the SP decision-making. Given that they are now competing with nimbler
companies such as Netflix, Amazon and Google instead of other SPs, one would hope that they are
adapting.1 I look forward to learning more about your customers’ real world experiences with
managed OTT. Thanks for your time and please keep me informed.
Cheng Wu: I will and thank you.
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Editor’s note: Service provider OTT is certainly taking a front seat and perhaps SPs are adapting. As this interview was being
edited, it was announced that Verizon intends to offer its own OTT service in early 2012.
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